The power of a payment’s ecosystem

Innovation is rarely a one-person job. Connect to an ecosystem delivering the latest developments in payments.

Navigate the new world of payments

All applications are available as additional functionalities through your Fusion Global PAYPlus platform.

Fusion Global PAYPlus accelerates adoption of new technologies from immediate/real-time payments, open APIs, blockchain and artificial intelligence.

Finastra is unlocking the power of finance for everyone by creating a platform for open innovation in the world of financial services. To find out more, visit finasta.com
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Payment Fraud Prevention by NetGuardian

Detects fraudulent transactions in real-time, reduces the number of false positives by 83% and fraud management time by 93%.

IN-D PayGen by IN-D.ai.

Leverage an AI engine that understands documents and images, extracts data and synthesizes it into actionable payment information.

Fusion Payment Insights by Finastra

Gather, analyze and store massive quantities of data and then evaluate this information to derive business intelligence and insights.

Real Time Cross Border Payments by Buckzy

With Buckzy, your consumer and business customers can send and receive money in real time, across borders, 24/7/365.

Fusion Rapid Fin Pay by Finastra

Easy and intuitive payment initiation screen for the small-medium-business in the USA to send USD Fedwire payments.
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